Enterprise workflow orchestration
Workflow orchestration that anyone can use
Hornbill puts orchestration of services within reach of the teams that provide them. The
drag-and-drop workflow canvas is where the work is orchestrated. Simple integration
drives automation of tasks in the workflow. No code required. HR, Finance, Facilities,
Legal, and other teams can 100% self-manage their portfolio of services and automations.

Drag-and-drop
workflow design

Simple integration
connectors

Democratization of
automation

When workflow orchestration is simple, adoption spreads across the organization
organically. This is the democratization of automation. It’s simple to set up and manage,
so IT doesn’t need to be involved. Teams are free to automate work as they go.

Hornbill Service Manager has expanded our horizons for
what is possible with automation.”

Benefits to you?

Ceo/cio benefits

Department director benefits

Grass-roots transformation that has its own
momentum

Automate high-volume, routine tasks
Improve work, reduce staff churn

Transform team productivity, creating 20%80% extra capacity

More engaged employees mean better
customer service

Get business transformation projects done
faster

Service manager benefits

Service desk manager benefits

Service team productivity

Call volumes

Work queue size

Customer satisfaction

Service experience

Stress levels

Operational costs

Project support capacity

Hornbill Service Manager is great!”

Democratizing
service automation
Service providers and service consumers both benefit from service orchestration

No barrier to automation
Simplicity is the key to Enterprise Service Management. That’s why Hornbill
empowers teams with completely codeless creation and management of the
services, workflows, and forms they need to run their own service portfolios.

One portal for all services
By connecting automated service delivery to a service portal, services become zero-touch
for the service provider. Service consumers can order and receive their service outcomes
without any human interaction of activity. This end-to-end orchestration, fulfilled by task
automation, transforms what work looks like for a service provider.

Transform work to accelerate transformation
With routine interaction and service delivery looked after by automation, teams are
free to focus on executing new project—creating a virtuous cycle of transformation
that puts your organization out in front.

The BPM designer allows any team to take control of their
service delivery processes, interact with other teams and
automate tasks to deliver service faster and more efficiently.”

Why Hornbill?

Simple setup

Creating services,
integration
connections, and
orchestrations takes
minutes, not hours or
days.

Self-management

Integrated
collaboration

Other vendors say it.
We do it. With Hornbill,
non-technical teams
can be truly selfsufficient.

Service teams can
share best practices
and ideas to drive
improvement across
the board.

Extensive
integration

100s of ready-to-go
connectors make
controlling actions
across 3rd party
systems simple.

Hornbill Service Manager is great!”

Making automation happen
With Hornbill, you can orchestrate work almost as fast as you can do the
work—in minutes, not days. Anyone can do it. No consultants or technical
skills required. Any team can self-manage their portfolio of services and
orchestrations with Hornbill.
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Create your workflow

Use the no-code, drag-and-drop
workflow designer to model
your workflow process, including
automated actions, human
tasks/assignments, approvals,
notifications, decisions, and
branches. All with just a few clicks.

Set the actions you want to
happen

Automate actions with direct control
over 3rd party systems from within
the workflow designer. Simply tell
it which system you want it to act
on and which operation you want it
to invoke (like updating information
or triggering a remote process). No
coding skills required.
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Publish to your service portal

With the process automated, now you can automate
the customer interaction—making it a “hands-free”
digital service. It takes minutes to create a service
definition, construct a form to collect information,
connect the workflow, and publish to your portal.

Hornbill makes life a lot easier!”

“Best service management platform I’ve ever used.”

